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SPHERE-OF-INFLUENCE POLITICS ON THE BALKANS
IN THE MID-20TH CENTURY IN THE MIRROR OF THE
SOVIET–YUGOSLAV RELATIONS
Abstract. – The study investigates the penetration of the Powers into the
Balkan Peninsula – through highlighting the relationship between Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. The article analyses the Soviet Balkan policy, the
response of the Soviet Union to the German aspirations in the 1930s. After
the German attack and Yugoslavia’s capitulation, the Soviet Union lost the
rivalry for the Balkans to Germany, and, since Romania and Bulgaria had
joined the Tripartite Pact earlier, the Soviet Union had been cut off of the
Balkan Peninsula. After these events the article focuses on the British-Soviet rivalry over the Peninsula. Churchill and Stalin made a secret agreement
on dividing Europe into British and Soviet spheres of influence. The British
policy of compromises aimed to ensure via negotiations that the people
they supported were included in the Yugoslav government. The Soviet–English rivalry was in Yugoslavia, to a large extent, influenced by the war
events. The Communist takeover, however, was impossible to prevent. Finally the paper analyses the geopolitical background of the Tito-Stalin split.
Regarding its Balkan policy, the Soviet Union observed the terms of the 1944
Moscow agreement and it respected the stipulations thereof. The Soviet
Union in its own sphere of influence, however, insisted on its unquestionable leadership (even though not always successfully, as demonstrated by
the Yugoslav and Albanian examples) and it sought to prevent the formation of any alliance that could potentially counterweight its efforts..
Key words. – Balkan, great power rivalry, diplomatic relations, World War II,
Tito–Stalin split.
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Empires and great powers often aspire to gain influence in their
neighbouring states. Partly they do so for reasons of security, that is, to create
a buffer zone along their borders, while partly these efforts are motivated by
possible economic advantages to be gained (markets, raw materials, concessions, capital outflow) by developing a certain political strategy. In the present paper we will be investigating the Balkans in the mid-20th century, a territory that has always been in the centre of competition among the great powers.1
In ancient times, the peninsula was part of the Roman Empire, and
after the fall of Byzantium the Ottoman Empire took control of this strategically important region. In the power politics, the weight and role of the Ottoman Empire was taken into consideration for a long time. The decisions of
the Congress of Vienna, taken with the cooperation of the defeated France,
aimed to restore the balance of power in Europe among the five great powers
and also implemented the principle of the great powers’ responsibility. The
Congress of Berlin that closed the Russo–Turkish War of 1877–1878 attempted to maintain the earlier equilibrium and to check the increasing Russian
domination they sought following their victorious war. Despite all efforts, however, relations deteriorated between the Austro–Hungarian Monarchy and
Russia, the two great powers that had competed and collaborated to control
the Balkans, which, to a great extent, determined the composition of the European systems of alliances for decades to come. The great powers in Berlin
abandoned the principle of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire and accepted the system of small states (recognized the sovereignty of Serbia, Montenegro, and Romania and the autonomy of the Principality of Bulgaria and
Eastern Rumelia. This meant that these smaller players were also actively involved in the power games of the great powers.
In the early 20th century, the political equilibrium in Europe was upset by the shifting rankings of economic power; the mounting conflicts and
the opposition of the military alliances culminated in the outbreak of World
War I. During the post-war peace settlements, the security policy based on
the balance of power and agreements made by the great powers was abandoned and gave way to the creation of small states; the great powers hoped that
the French influence and the alliance of small states (Little Entente) would
provide enough defense and guarantee against the revanchist aspirations of
1
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the defeated states. Thus, a brand new order came to be in Europe: the Ottoman Empire had lost its European territories before the war, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was dissolved in order for Germany to lose its “natural” ally,
and after the Bolshevik Revolution Russia also ceased to be a determining
factor in European politics.
G ERMANY GAINS GROUND AND THE S OVIET RESPONSE
In the second half of the 1930s the great powers’ competition to increase their control over the Balkans entered a new stage. Germany exerted
ever increasing pressure on the small states of Central Europe and the Balkans first by developing mutually beneficial trade relations and then by assuming the role of arbiter in territorial feuds and in developing alliance systems. In the second half of the decade the actions of Germany and Italy aiming at territorial gains largely influenced the relations of the Balkans. The
non-aggression pact of August 23, 1939 between the Germans and the Soviets
(Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact) indicated that the European spheres of influence
were about to be redefined. In regard to South-East Europe the Secret Protocol only recognized the interest of the Soviet Union in Bessarabia, yet it forecasted a change in relations where countries that were theoretically allies cooperated and rivalled with one another at the same time. As Yugoslavian Minister of Foreign Affairs Aleksandar Cincar-Marković put it in his telegram to
the Yugoslavian diplomatic representatives abroad: In the flurry of events
Russia assumed an important role to play in the Balkans and “will attempt to
acquire Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Turkey, (...) and the countries of the Balkan
will try to find support in Russia to decrease the German pressure”.2
Those in charge of the Yugoslavian diplomacy calculated (or hoped)
in 1939–1940 that the Soviet Union would maintain the status quo on the Balkans and would not let Italy divide the Southern-Slavic state. Their hope was
founded on reports sent by the Yugoslav diplomats abroad. In these they related that the Soviet Union wanted no significant territorial changes in the
Balkans and desired that the peninsula remain neutral,3 while they also gave
2
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information that the Soviet Union intended to do nothing on its own accord
on the Balkans, especially if it was not in the interest of Germany.4 In the
summer of 1940 it became evident that after the collapse of the Western
Front the international power relations had shifted, and Yugoslavia could
rely only on Great Britain and possibly on the Soviet Union to protect them
against the aspirations of Italy (this led to Soviet–Yugoslav arms transfer talks
to be discussed later and, ultimately, to the assumption of diplomatic relations between the two countries). It was also clear that the Soviet Union would
aspire to (or would be forced to) play a more significant part in the region.5
The Soviet Union also responded to the shift of balance in the international relations. The Soviet Union witnessed the strengthening of Germany, and therefore, following the territorial changes in Europe and during the
German–Soviet negotiations of the spheres of influence, the country articulated its aspiration to increase its strategic influence on the Balkans. In the
summer of 1940, the Soviet Union believed that the problems of Southeastern Europe were to be solved during the negotiations of the German–
Italian–Soviet “triangle”. Soviet Minister of Foreign Affairs, Vyacheslav
Molotov communicated in various diplomatic memorandums and at several
negotiations that the Soviet Union’s main interests in the Balkans are in the
countries next to the Black Sea. (The Soviets mostly supported Bulgaria
against Romania, in the latter case they also mentioned territorial demands.)
However, Molotov conspicuously avoided talking about Yugoslavia apart
from vaguely mentioning that the relations between the two countries
needed to be improved.6 In the summer of 1940 the leadership of the Soviet
Union was still convinced that Germany was interested in maintaining a
good relationship with them and therefore was preparing to settle issues of
foreign policy in collaboration with the Germans (even though the Germans,
having disguised their true intentions were of a different opinion in Berlin).7
4
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By the autumn of 1940 the problems of the Balkans had manifested
on the stage of international politics: the conflicts between the Greeks and
Italians escalated and the negotiations about the territorial claims between
Hungary and Romania and between Romania and Bulgaria had started. As a
consequence of the Second Vienna Award of August 30, 1940, the Soviet Union was presented with faits accomplis, although the Soviet–German Pact of
1939 postulated preliminary negotiations regarding questions that concerned
the interests of the Soviet Union. The way the decision was made indicated
the ambiguity of the Soviet–German relationship as well as the intention of
Germany to edge the Soviets out of the settlement of the Balkan issues. As a
result, Moscow protested the developments, claiming that it gave no authorization or exclusive rights to Germany in the Danube Basin.8
On November 12–13, 1940, Molotov met Hitler and Ribbentrop in Berlin. The documents drafted in preparation of the negotiation show that the
agenda had two main aims: to reveal the Tripartite Pact’s countries intentions toward the “new Europe” (including Greece and Yugoslavia) and to make
clear the interests of the Soviet Union (mainly in the Danube and the Black
Sea region), the consideration of which could have served as the basis for a
new German–Soviet Pact (establishing the spheres of influence). Molotov reported that the warm welcome and enthusiasm shown in order to encourage
the Soviet Union to co-operate with the countries of the Tripartite pact had
abated by the second day, when concrete issues were discussed, and the negotiation finally “failed to produce the desired result”. Simultaneously, Germany was forging secret military plans (aiming to invade the Greek mainland
territories by launching an offensive from Bulgaria and thus placing Turkey
under pressure), and in doing so, the country completely disregarded the Soviet interests.9 In his memorandum of November 25, 1940, Molotov expressed
that the Soviet Union was ready to co-operate with the countries of the tripartite Pact, albeit on certain stringent conditions: he wanted Germany to recognize Soviet interests (naval bases in the region of the Bosporus and the
Dardanelles, influence in Bulgaria and the increase of the area of Bulgaria).
However, Germany did not respond to the memorandum and Bulgaria also
rejected the Soviet aspirations.10 A few days later, on December 18, 1940, Hitler issued Directive No. 21 Operation Barbarossa, in which he ordered the leadership of Wehrmacht to work out in detail the plans for a total war against
8
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the Soviet Union. This virtually marked the end of the German–Soviet joint
plans, and the two countries’ co-operation and mutual respect for each
other’s spheres of influence was over.
Compared with the other countries of the Balkan Peninsula, Yugoslavia appeared later as a significant factor in Soviet foreign policy. Partly because of the country’s geographical location, as the Southern Slavic state did
not border on the Soviet Union and partly because Yugoslavia – unlike the
other Balkan countries – established diplomatic relations with Soviet Union
only significantly later. Besides, the Soviet state had no particular interests in
the West Balkan, as opposed to the region along the Mediterranean Sea and
on the East Balkan region.11
The development of diplomatic relations between the Soviet Union
and Yugoslavia was hindered by differences in ideology and mutual distrust.
For a long time, Soviet politics had been governed by two main aspects: on
the one hand, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs tried to act within the customary diplomatic framework, on the other hand it was characterized by the illegal activity of the Communists, who – with the help of the Comintern, among
others – propagated the world revolution and promoted the confederation of
workers and peasants on the Balkan Peninsula. These latter goals did not
help to build trust in Belgrade. By the mid-1920s, Moscow had come to terms
with the fact that there would be no revolution in the Balkans and after Hitler had come into power, the Soviets thought that keeping the Yugoslav state
as one entity would be a more beneficial solution. It was then that they started to aspire to develop diplomatic relations with the country.12
However, due to the objections of the Yugoslav government, the Soviet Union had to wait until 1940 to build these relations. Only in the mid1930s, after the strengthening of Germany, did relations start to form: in London, 1933, both countries signed the Conventions for the Definition of Aggression, then the states of the Little Entente soon recognized the Soviet Union, but Yugoslavia refused to do so. On May 11, 1940, the two countries signed
a trade agreement; diplomatic relations were established on June 24, 1940, in
11
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a situation when Yugoslavia, concerned about possible Italian and German
aggression, was seeking to find an ally at any cost.13
It was also in the interest of the Soviet Union to maintain the Yugoslavian independence, partly because the USSR had no significant influence
in the other Balkan countries either; furthermore, the Soviets were concerned as the Central European countries were making overtures toward the
Axis Powers and then joined those. In the autumn of 1940, the main foreign
political ambition of the Soviets was to hinder the speedy development of
the German system of alliance without the deterioration of the Soviet–German relations and without England’s gaining more influence on the Balkans.14 The Hungarian–Yugoslav Treaty of ‘Everlasting Friendship’ was interpreted in the Soviet Union as Yugoslavia’s gesture toward Germany and as
another step in the process of the country’s overturning to the Axis Powers.
The German–Yugoslav trade agreement was viewed in much the same way.15
Yugoslavia also faced a dilemma as to what country and in what
manner to choose as its patron in order to keep its territorial integrity. The
Soviet Union was far from the Balkans, unlike the Germans who had approached the Southern Slavic state; furthermore, Belgrade thought that Moscow
was relying on their rival, Bulgaria in shaping the Soviet Balkan-policy. (However, in October–November, 1940, negotiations were on-going between the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia about an arms deal.)16 It seemed that England
could hardly save Greece, which had far more significance for England and
Yugoslavia received but words of encouragement to support their resistance.
In the meantime, Germany exerted great pressure on Yugoslavia to join the
Tripartite Pact: On November 28–29, 1940, Minister of Foreign Affairs CincarMarković made a visit at the Berghof. During the negotiations Hitler demanded that Yugoslavia joined the Axis Powers. In return he made a vague promise to fulfil the long-standing ambition of Yugoslavia to gain Saloniki. When
making their decision, the Yugoslav leaders wanted to make sure that their
state suffered no disadvantages compared with the other neighbouring small
states as a result of Germany’s plans.
13
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After prolonged diplomatic pressure the Yugoslav regency, convinced
that they would opt for the ‘lesser evil’ decided to sign the Tripartite Pact
(three ministers resigned in protest). On March 25, 1941, the representatives
of Yugoslavia signed the Pact in Vienna. The agreement included four secret
clauses: Italy and Germany would respect the sovereignty and the territorial
integrity of Yugoslavia; the Axis powers would neither attempt to get Yugoslavia involved in the war, nor request any military assistance; the Axis Powers would seek no permission to transport troops across Yugoslavia; and at
the demarcation of the borders on the Balkans, they would take into consideration the Yugoslav interests (particularly in Greece).17 In the meantime, England attempted to convince the Soviet Union to support Yugoslavia; the
Kremlin, however, refrained from any intervention, as the Soviets believed
that the Yugoslav accession to the Pact was already decided. At the same time the Soviets secretly sent a message to the Yugoslav Communists, telling
them to prepare for the resistance.18
Following the signing of the Pact, during the night of March 26–27,
1941, a military coup d’état led by Generals Dušan Simović and Borivoje Mirković took place in Belgrade; the rule of the Crown Council and the government of Dragiša Cvetković were overthrown. A new government, under the
leadership of General Simović was formed. In spite of the fact that the new
government refused to withdraw from the Tripartite Pact, in the Soviet Union it was believed and regarded as a positive development that an anti-German turn took place in Yugoslavia and that the new government seemed to
have distanced itself from the Axis Powers. Certain Soviet leaders entertained the idea that the Yugoslav turn might result in Germany turning against
Greece first, which might delay the German offensive against the Soviet Union.
On the eve of March 27, following the regime change in Belgrade, Hitler made his decision: He issued Directive no. 25 in which he ordered the attack against Yugoslavia and the annihilation of the Yugoslav state. The Yugoslav intelligence services reported German troop movements and the Yugoslav government took desperate measures to stop the German offensive. In
the increasingly hopeless situation, the Yugoslav diplomacy expected to receive help from the Soviet Union. On April 3 the Yugoslav diplomats in Moscow proposed a military agreement which would have granted an obligation
17
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for military assistance in the case of an offensive launched by a third country
(by this, they virtually placed Yugoslavia under the protection of the Soviet
Union). However, the Soviets offered only a treaty of friendship and non-aggression, committing themselves to pursue a neutral policy and not to support the aggressor state. The Soviet leadership wanted to avoid the clash with
Germany, and did not want to be the first to break the Pact of 1939.19 Finally,
during the night of April 5–6, the parties signed the Treaty of Friendship and
Non-aggression,20 in which the term ‘policy of neutrality’ had been omitted,
as the Soviets understood it would make the impression as if “they washed
their hands”.
Considering the fact that the next morning, on April 6, German troops invaded Yugoslavia, the treaty had no substantive significance. The question naturally arises: what could have prompted the Soviet leadership to sign
a treaty that could potentially escalate the conflict with Germany? On the
one hand, by this gesture Stalin was hoping to make Hitler refrain from attacking Yugoslavia and he hoped that this way the disputed questions of the
Black Sea and the Balkan region would be decided through negotiations.21 On
the other hand, it may have seemed favourable to the Soviet Union if the
Germans launched their offensive toward the Balkans, rather than against
the East. These days, however, owing to the news about Germany’s plan to attack the Soviet Union, a turn took place in the Soviet politics: they were calculating on the possibility that anti-German actions could be conducted in
Greece and Yugoslavia, partly with the help of the English.22 After the negotiations in Moscow, the Soviet Union also suggested to Yugoslavia to establish contacts with the English and also urged the negotiations to be started
on the Soviet arms transports.23
The Soviet Union did not expect Germany to launch such a speedy
offensive against Yugoslavia. Although the Soviets did not endorse Germany’s
actions on the Balkans, they did not wish to refrain from the 1939 Pact, nor
19
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did they want to side with England (while Germany’s offensive against the
Balkans meant for the Soviet Union that no German–English compromise
could be reached, whatsoever). Seeing the rapid victory of the Germans, the
Soviet diplomacy found it prudent to resolve the tension with Germany caused by the Soviet–Yugoslav negotiations and treaty; thus The Soviet Union
made no objection to the German aggression against Greece and Yugoslavia,
and accepted the territorial changes on the Balkans. All Molotov said to Friedrich Schulenburg, German ambassador in Moscow was: “It is very sad that,
despite all efforts, expansion of the war, therefore, turned out unavoidable”.24
Ultimately, after the German attack and Yugoslavia’s capitulation, the Soviet
Union lost the rivalry for the Balkans to Germany, and, since Romania and
Bulgaria had joined the Tripartite Pact earlier (on November 23, 1940 and
March 1, 1941, respectively), the Soviet Union had been cut off of the Balkan
Peninsula.
S OVIET –E NGLISH RIVALRY DURING W ORLD W AR II
The German attack against the Soviet Union marked a new phase in
the history of the war: the German–Soviet Pact, which had always allowed several interpretations, broke up; and the declaration signed by 26 states during the Washington Conference laid the foundation of the United Nations
and also facilitated the anti–Hitler alliance of the “Big Three”. All this also
meant that once the Allies defeated Germany, a new peace system would be
worked out. The preparation for the new system of great powers took place
in the spirit of simultaneous cooperation and rivalry; this ambiguity hallmarked the politics and relations of the Allies. A perfect illustration of this spirit
is the Balkans, or, more precisely, Yugoslavia: here the local forces that had
emerged victorious from the power struggle simply ‘overwrote’ the agreements of the great powers and chose themselves which bloc the country
should belong to.
On April 17, 1941, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia capitulated never to be
reborn again.25 Two days earlier King Peter II and the Simović government
24
25
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fled to Greece (and later to London through Jerusalem). During the final phase of the war the return of the king and of the government, and the establishment of a new government of unity became parts of the great power agreements. The Anglo-Saxon powers had long supported the Yugoslav government-in-exile; in 1942 the United States of America and the Yugoslav government-in-exile signed a military cooperation and assistance agreement and
then concluded a lend-lease agreement. Immediately after the collapse of the
South-Slav state the Soviet Union broke official diplomatic relations with the
Yugoslav government-in-exile; however, the ties were not completely severed. Following the German offensive against the Soviet Union, the Soviet government faced a new situation. On July 17, 1941, the Soviets restored diplomatic relations with the government-in-exile, which meant that the Soviet
Union stood for Yugoslavia’s (territorial) integrity. The relations with the government-in-exile were of varying intensity, and after the Soviet Union had
recognized the Anti-Fascist Council of National Liberation of Yugoslavia
(AVNOJ) on December 15, 1943, these relations cooled significantly.
Several resistance movements started in 1941 in Yugoslavia. Colonel
Draža Mihailović, who had been Minister of the Army of the government-inexile, refused to recognize the capitulation of the Yugoslav army and started
to organize the royalist resistance and the Chetniks at Ravna Gora. However,
the royalist resistance movement that was also supported by the English, never won much appreciation in the Soviet Union, and later, following the Tehran Conference, the concepts regarding the establishment of the Yugoslav
state to be reorganized also fell on deaf ears in Moscow. The other movement
proved to be much better organized: following the orders of the Comintern,
on June 27, 1941, the High Command of the National Liberation Army and
Partisan Detachments of Yugoslavia was founded with its seat in Belgrade. Josip Broz Tito became Commander-in-Chief and all members of the Political
Committee of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia (CPY) were in the command. Then the CPY issued a resolution on armed resistance against the Fascist invasion. From August the Soviet Union officially started to support the
Partisan movement, but it did not yet mean that the Soviets would break the
official relations with the government-in-exile. For a while the Soviets only
encouraged the Partisans to fight against the invaders and believed that the
question of the “social revolution” could be discussed in a timely manner
after victory was achieved. The Soviets also tried to restrain the Partisan efforts, as they were in contact with the government-in-exile, as well. Despite the
friendly advice, the AVNOJ established in Bihać on the night of November 26–
27, 1942, served not only as an organization to lead the fight for liberation,
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but it also wished to achieve certain political goals as a representative body.
The majority of the 52 members of the Council were Communists, but some
members were from other parties while others had no party affiliation. Moscow also cautioned the Communists and the AVNOJ to be moderate: the instructions from the Comintern emphasized that the AVNOJ should not be
another executive body standing in opposition to the government-in-exile,
and the questions regarding the Monarchy and the system should be raised
only after the defeat of the Italian–German coalition and the full liberation of
the country.26
Out of the two resistance movements, the Communist-led Partisan
movement proved more efficient (both against the Germans and the other
resistance forces that followed different ideologies). Following the Italian capitulation, in August–September, 1943, the Partisan army disarmed most of
the Italian divisions on Yugoslav territories; as a result, their armament improved significantly and by the end of the year they had become a 300 thousand strong, organized army. Its growing significance is illustrated by the fact
that in September 1943 an English mission contacted the movement; this signified the de jure recognition of the people’s liberation movement. Fitzroy
MacLean already suggested that Great Britain should support the Partisans
rather that the Chetniks (what is more, he called back the English government’s military mission from the Chetniks and ceased to provide financial
support to them). The shift in the attitude of the English was caused by the
changing war situation, the military power of the liberation movement and
the weakness and compromised state of the forces led by Mihailović and it
also entailed the development of a new political tactics aiming to protect the
English interests. The English aspired to protect their positions and interests
on the Balkans and in certain parts of Central Europe by pursuing a “policy of
compromises”, by reducing the influence of the Communists and forcing
them to make concessions and by organizing the moderate civilian forces. In
this respect, the “policy of compromises” was not a particularly Yugoslav phenomenon; the reason why the English opted for this policy was that they had
had no sufficient military power in the Balkans.27
Meanwhile, the liberation movement set out to realize its political
and social ambitions, such as the renewal of the joint state of the South Slavic
peoples as a federation and the Socialist transformation of the country’s social
26
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conditions. In the night of November 29–30, 1943, the AVNOJ became the supreme legislative body and formed a government by the name Yugoslav National Committee of Liberation (YNCL), under the leadership of Tito. The
AVNOJ refused to recognize the legitimacy of the government-in-exile, and
they decided that the fight against the invaders had to be increased and Peter
II might not return to the country until the end of the war. While the Partisans received a remarkable amount of support from both England and the
Soviet Union, they never tried to hide the fact that they regarded the latter
country as their ideal. The Communist Partisan leaders took oaths of allegiance during their visits in Moscow. What also showed the international recognition of the liberation movement was that at the Tehran Conference (November 28 – December 1, 1943) the Allies agreed to support the movement
with every means at their disposal. On December 15, 1943, Great Britain and
the United States recognized Tito as an independent allied commander of
equal standing, the Soviet Union regarded the Committee of Liberation as
the one and only government of Yugoslavia and simultaneously broke relations with the government-in-exile in London.
The British policy of compromises aimed to ensure via negotiations
that the people they supported were included in the Yugoslav government.
To that end, on May 17, 1944, certain changes took place in the governmentin-exile. Ivan Šubašić, the last Ban of Croatia, who had condemned Greater
Serbian aspirations, was appointed Prime Minister, while Mihailović was left
out of the new cabinet. During the summer and autumn, Churchill pressured
Tito and Šubašić, and the two started negotiations on several occasions at
different locations. In June, on the island of Vis they agreed to cooperate and
in August, in Italy, the Šubašić government issued a statement in which they
recognized the temporary governance of the AVNOJ and the people’s liberation army as the force that continued the fight against the invaders. However,
on August 12–13, 1944, in Naples, Tito refused to accept Churchill’s proposal
to unite with the government-in-exile.28
The Soviet–English rivalry was, to a large extent, influenced by the
war events. On September 22, 1944, the troops of the Red Army crossed the
Danube and reached Yugoslavia via Romania. The Soviets and the Yugoslav
government agreed on close military cooperation during Tito’s first official
visit to Moscow on September 21–28. On this occasion Tito also made clear
28
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that if the British troops reach Yugoslavia, his army will also offer resistance
to them.29 Therefore the Brits could still hope for agreements via diplomatic
means. At their mid-October meeting in Moscow, Stalin and Churchill agreed
that the Soviet Union and Great Britain would have equal amount of influence in Yugoslavia. As a result, on November 1, 1944, a new agreement was concluded between Tito and Šubašić in Belgrade. They agreed that the Yugoslav
government would be completed with certain members of the governmentin-exile, the king might not travel to Yugoslavia before the elections and that
he would transfer his rights to the Regency Council.
The Communist takeover, however, was impossible to prevent. At
the elections of November, 1945, the Communist-led People’s Front won a
landslide victory. Shortly afterwards, the new national assembly approved
the new bills about the nationalization of assets and the transformation of
the country. As for the social changes, Yugoslavia followed the Soviet
example and from a political point of view the country regarded itself as the
Soviet Union’s main ally on the Balkans. On April 5–11, 1945, Tito and Šubašić,
Minister of Foreign Affairs went to Moscow and, among other things, they
concluded a Soviet–Yugoslav pact on mutual assistance. This step was
interpreted in London as Yugoslavia’s openly and publicly siding with the
Soviet Union and the English understood that the leaders of Yugoslavia
abolished the policy of compromises.30 With these steps Yugoslavia distanced
itself from the West and as a result of its own voluntary actions, the country
soon found itself in the Soviet bloc;31 what is more, it quickly carried out the
Socialist transformation, following the Soviet example in every aspect.32
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I N THE S OVIET ZONE
The Soviet Union was powerless at the 1918–1920 negotiations when
the relations of the new era were discussed and arranged; later, during the
interwar period the country once again lacked the necessary influence to
change the course of events. However, in the new spheres of influence created during 1944–1945, it finally got to play a major role. The country’s new position was in part founded on its military activity and in part on its newly gained respect in the international diplomatic scene. In the years of WWII, the
Soviet Union reached considerable military and economic potential and became a great power that was impossible to ignore when shaping the future of
the world.
What ultimately determined the future of the Balkans was that by the
autumn of 1944, the Soviet troops had reached the peninsula. As a consequence, all former aspirations and plans in connection with the possible landing of Anglo-Saxon troops on the Balkans had to be abandoned; also, the
possibility that these troops would check the spread and growth of the Soviet
sphere of influence could not be entertained any longer. It was also by 1944
that the Soviet Union’s concepts regarding the ensuing peace period had taken shape, even though these concepts were not yet officially accepted at the
time. The Soviet strategists believed that the United States, Great Britain and
the Soviet Union would play the most important roles in shaping international politics in the aftermath of the war and thus these countries would have
to agree on their spheres of influence. The Soviet leaders envisioned a powerful country that would never have to suffer again the aggression it experienced in 1941. To that end, the Soviets were determined to secure “favourable
strategic borders” for their country. In the plans of the Soviet political analysts,
the smaller countries along the Western borders of the Soviet Union functioned as a buffer zone; accordingly, the Slavic states of the Balkans and, to a
certain extent, Turkey also belonged to the Soviet sphere of interest. The Soviets regarded Greece as part of the British sphere of influence. Furthermore,
based on earlier Russian political traditions, they planned to prevent Turkey
from gaining strength and influence in the region; they wanted to restore Yugoslavia’s former borders (or with a bit of territorial gain); and they wanted
Bulgaria to return the Macedonian territories obtained from Yugoslavia.33
The post-war settlement of the world was discussed at the highest level at the Fourth Moscow Conference (October 9–20, 1944). Churchill and
33
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Stalin made a secret agreement on dividing Europe into British and Soviet
spheres of influence. According to the proposal, Bulgaria would belong to the
Soviet sphere, Greece would belong to the Brits, while in Yugoslavia the two
countries would have equal influence. In connection with Yugoslavia, the
proclamation issued after the negotiations said that the most important task
was to unite the internal forces and “it [was] the right of the Yugoslav people
to determine themselves the form of their post-war government”.34 The Allies
made a decision in a similar spirit at the Yalta Conference (February 4–11,
1945): the Yugoslav Communists and civilian forces had to form a joint government.
The foundation for plans for peace had to be laid down on the theatres of war. As Stalin said once confidentially: because in this war, unlike in
the previous one, whoever occupies a territory also imposes on it his own social system; everyone imposes his own system as far as his army can reach.35
In August, 1944, the Soviet troops crossed the Romanian border and following the coup d’état of August 23, Romania aligned with the antifascist coalition. In September the Soviet government made it clear that it would not put
up with Bulgaria’s ostensible neutrality: on September 5 the Soviet Union declared war on Bulgaria and on September 8 the Red Army crossed the Bulgarian border. The following day the Patriotic Front comprising the representatives of the left-wing parties took over and the new government declared war
on Germany. The Bulgarian Communist Party that ascended to power won
the parliamentary elections of 1945 and stayed in power until 1990. All those
years, the Party aligned its politics with the expectations of the Soviet Union.
Before the turn of 1947–1948, as long as they had hopes to cooperate
with the Western states, Stalin and the Soviet leaders had not urged the states that became part of the Soviet sphere of influence to carry out the Socialist turn (in certain Balkan states it happened nonetheless). The Soviets first
only aspired to ensure the best possible position for the left-wing, and, more
specifically, for the Communist parties. Besides, they demanded that the foreign policy of these smaller countries would not conflict with Soviet aspirations, while they safeguarded Soviet economic interests by establishing joint
ventures. The Soviet leadership envisioned the relationship of the different
34
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Communist parties as a hierarchic system with the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (CPSU) on the top, but the individual parties (or later: singleparty states) were not allowed to discuss important issues without informing
the CPSU. The CPSU acted as a ‘guiding star’, showing the right direction and
resolving disputes. The Soviet Union and its Communist Party expected unconditional alignment of the other Communist parties and the countries that
became part of their sphere of influence. In this respect they were adamant,
especially after the autumn of 1947 when the “international situation was escalating”.36
After the war the countries of Central and Southeast Europe hoped to
realize their national interests and ambitions with the help of Moscow. At
first, Yugoslavia was no exception; the country particularly wanted to enforce
its territorial claims as it tried to expand in every possible direction from
Trieste and certain parts of Carinthia to the Baja triangle and Saloniki and to
the shore of the Aegean Sea.37 Over time it became evident that the Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia had disparate visions about the future of the Balkans,
and both states regarded it as part of their own sphere of influence. (Yugoslavia formed a customs union with Bulgaria, nurtured federation plans, developed special relations with Albania, supported the Communists in the Greek
civil war and made various territorial claims. These will be discussed later in
detail).
From the outside, the relationship between Stalin and Tito seemed
most amicable. However, some tension could be felt as early as the 1945 Moscow negotiations. After the liberation of Yugoslavia, a rather self-confident
Tito stated bluntly: “We demand that everybody should be master in his own
house. (...) We have no wish to become involved in any sphere of influence.
36
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(...) We will not be dependent upon anybody any more...” Stalin assessed these words as an attack against the Soviet Union.38
The Yugoslav comrades believed that their war efforts justified their
will to promote their interests on the Balkans, regardless of the implicit international sphere-of-influence agreements. They aspired to further their influence in many directions,39, therefore the Soviet–Yugoslav relations that had
appeared untroubled until then were shadowed by a number of issues.40 The
Yugoslav designs, one by one, met the disapproval of the Soviet leaders, and
ultimately were doomed to fail. First it was during the Trieste Crisis that the
Soviet Union did not exactly support the Yugoslav aspirations the way Yugoslavia expected (although Yugoslavia acquired Istria, the country’s leaders also made claims for Trieste and certain parts of Carinthia).
It was also due to the Soviet resistance that Yugoslavia could not make Albania a part of its sphere of influence. During the world war, the Yugoslav Communist Party acted as a “guardian” for the Albanian Communist Party. On November 27, 1946, Yugoslavia concluded an economic agreement
with Albania on the discussion of economic plans and a customs union,
which marked the beginning of the integration of the Albanian economy into
the Yugoslavian. During the Greek civil war, Yugoslavia wanted to station troops in Albania. In order to express their disapproval, in October 1947 the Soviets admitted the Albanian Communist Party to the Information Bureau of
the Communist and Workers’ Parties (Cominform), which marked a major
38
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turn in the Soviets’ attitude; earlier they had accepted that Albania was effectively a Yugoslav satellite. With this step the Soviet Union included Albania
into its own sphere of influence. (In return for the Soviet help, Albania aligned with the Soviet politics until the 1960s when the country sided with China in the Soviet–Chinese dispute, regarding both the Soviet and Yugoslav
Communists revisionists. Finally, in 1961 Albania broke relations with the Soviet Union and the European Socialist countries.)41
At the turn of 1947–1948 the Soviet Union wanted to bring the Greek
civil war to an end as soon as possible, therefore it demanded that Yugoslavia
and Bulgaria stop supporting the Greek Communists.42 That is, the Soviets
upheld their end of the promise they made in the 1944 Moscow conference:
they had no interest in Greece and it ended the dispute about where Macedonia belonged. (After the Soviet–Yugoslav conflict escalated, the Yugoslavs
were no longer able to provide substantial help to the Greek Communists.)
During the Greek civil war the bloc politics was already taking shape
and the opposition between East and West was becoming institutional. In order to strengthen the relations among the countries of the Socialist Camp,
the Information Bureau of the Communist and Workers' Parties was founded
in Belgrade on September 30, 1947, and then, to harmonize the economic activity within the Bloc, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(Comecon) was established in Moscow, in January, 1949. In this atmosphere
the Soviet Union could not afford his allies to conclude without its supervision such agreements that could have resulted in the rise of regional powers.
From 1947, the Soviet Union regarded with suspicion the negotiations the
Balkan states conducted with one another.
The idea of the cooperation of the Balkan states’ dates back to the
19th century; while it was often represented by sentimental intellectuals, it
rarely happened that several politicians in various countries of the Balkan
supported the idea of a federation at the same time. While the concept of a Yugoslav–Bulgarian confederation came up as early as the last years of the war, it
was impossible to realize due to foreign political circumstances. (Bulgaria was
41
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at war with the Western states, therefore those would not have recognized
the federation.) Tito wanted to achieve a stronger and larger Yugoslavia
through the federation; he would have preferred Bulgaria to join as a member
state to Yugoslavia rather than a Yugoslav–Bulgarian dualist state. (This idea
was understandably not welcomed by either Bulgaria or Stalin, who viewed it
as Yugoslavia’s attempt to ‘swallow up’ Bulgaria.) The idea of the federation
also raised the problem of the Kosovar–Albanian relations, the question of
Albania’s accession to Yugoslavia and the issue of the Macedonian territories.43
The Yugoslav–Bulgarian negotiations on closer cooperation did not break
down in spite of the conflicts between the two countries. On August 1, 1947,
in Bled, representatives of the two countries drafted agreements on political
and economic cooperation and on the customs union. In the months that followed, several assistance and friendship agreements were signed by various
states in the region. In his statement of January 1948, after the Bulgarian–Romanian treaty had been concluded, Dimitrov envisioned a greater federation,
which, besides the countries of the Balkan, would have included friendly Central European states as well. The statement fiercely clashed with the Soviet interests. Stalin and the Soviets could not reconcile themselves to the existence
of a country the size of Yugoslavia in the region, which, even though it had a
Socialist social structure, could possibly counterweight the Soviet influence
and around which the other countries in the region could have gathered. The
Soviets more and more frequently expressed its disapproval of the regional federalist designs of the Balkans. After the Yugoslav–Bulgarian agreement was
concluded, on February 1, 1948, Tito received a telegram from Molotov saying:
“The Soviet Union cannot accept being put in front of a fait accompli.” The
Yugoslav and Bulgarian leaders were summoned to Moscow. At the February
10 meeting Stalin and Molotov made it clear that they consider the Yugoslav–
Bulgarian customs union as the creation of a new country which they could
not but reject.44 On February 11, the Parties signed an agreement, in which the
Yugoslavs and the Bulgarians committed themselves to discussing all matters
of international importance with the Soviets. In the weeks to come the decision became final: the Soviet Union would not support the Balkan federation
and expected unconditional obedience of its allies.
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However, Yugoslavia did not display the obedience it was required to
show. Firstly, in their resolution of March 1, the CPY refused to comply with
the demands of Moscow; secondly the Yugoslav leaders refused to provide information on the economic state of their country (and they also did not follow Moscow’s directions in their Greek policy). The Soviet response was
swift: on March 18–19 the Soviet economic and military advisors were summoned home from Yugoslavia. In the following weeks the CPSU harshly criticized the CPY. The Yugoslav leadership rejected the accusations, refused to
exercise self-criticism and did not apologize to the Soviet Union.
The conflict finally resulted in the Soviet Union expelling Yugoslavia
from the Socialist Camp.45 The sentence was publicly announced in the Bucharest session of the Cominform on June 20–22, 1948. The CPY was not in attendance. The resolution, which was unanimously accepted, condemned the
CPY. According to the friendly parties, the Communist Party of Yugoslavia
had deviated from the proper direction, the leaders departed from the Marxist theory of class struggle, they criticized Marx’s teachings about the Party
and the CPY maintained an unfriendly attitude towards the Soviet Union.
The Yugoslav leadership was also accused of nationalist deviation. The ideological disguise of the text suggests as if the antagonism between Yugoslavia
and the other countries had had theoretical grounds. However, the resolution does not mention the genuine reasons why the CPY was condemned. After the Bucharest session, the countries of the Soviet Bloc isolated and expelled Yugoslavia. In September–October 1949, the Soviet Union and the People’s democracies – with the exception of Albania – terminated the assistance and friendship agreements concluded in 1945–1947 on the grounds of
“evidence presented in the trial of László Rajk”. Thus, economically speaking,
these countries virtually blockaded Yugoslavia.
45
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Contrary to popular belief, the Stalin–Tito split did not result from
the conflicts between two leaders of similar personality, and neither did it
stem from their disparate concept of Socialism and the building thereof (the
latter was not even an issue in 1948). The split happened at a time when the
Soviet leadership was intent on establishing their own model in the international Communist movement and in the interstate relations. At the end of
the day, the Soviet Union took advantage of the conflict and used it to regulate the other Communist parties and the leaders prone to disobedience.46
However, Yugoslavia did not collapse after the split. Although the
Western states were caught by surprise by the unfolding events, the United
States soon concluded that they could benefit from the Soviet–Yugoslav conflict, and, as much as they could, they took advantage of the situation. They
regarded Tito’s separation as an opportunity from a number of reasons: they
wanted to use it for propaganda purposes, and they also thought it would be
suitable as an example for the other client states. The United States therefore
committed itself to aiding Tito. America’s reason was to “help keep his regime in existence as a cancer in the Cominform apparatus”.47 Yugoslavia received aid and loans from the Western states, primarily from the United States.
Following the Tito–Stalin split, the USA considered the safety of Yugoslavia
to be of strategic importance, and in November 1951 the two countries concluded a military agreement. Besides, Yugoslavia was seeking to find greater
latitude in pursuing its foreign policy: In 1953, Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia
concluded an assistance and friendship agreement in Ankara (the Balkan
Pact). From 1955 the country attempted to unify the so-called noncommitted
countries. A new balance in the Yugoslav–Soviet relations could not be attained before the death of Stalin.48 In its home policy, Yugoslavia developed the
model of the so-called self-managing Socialism, which in many respects differed from the practice followed by other Socialist countries. In the long run
the decentralization continued, but the leading role of the party and the
principle of the democratic centralism could not be questioned, and the idea
of public property as the foundation of Socialism, and the planned economy
that ruled out the free market economy, were also beyond criticism. Yugoslavia did not wish to permanently sever ties with the Socialist Camp; it only
46
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wanted to be more independent and to achieve more latitude in its foreign
policy while it also tried to increase its influence.
Regarding its Balkan policy, the Soviet Union observed the terms of
the 1944 Moscow agreement and it respected the stipulations thereof (for
example regarding the issue of Trieste and of the Greek Civil War). In its own
sphere of influence, however, it insisted on its unquestionable leadership
(even though not always successfully, as demonstrated by the Yugoslav and
Albanian examples) and it sought to prevent the formation of any alliance
that could potentially counterweight its efforts. The Soviets were also aware
that in the Balkans, where two military blocs were present, the outbreak of
an armed conflict would have been extremely dangerous, therefore they
were determined to avoid the escalation of any tense or delicate situations
there. In addition, they insisted that the borders remained unchanged in the
Balkans, and until 1990, when their influence in the region was diminished,
there had been no border changes on the peninsula.
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